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The Baryon-Meson Vertex in SL(6,C)1)

by V. Gorgé and H. Leutwyler
Institut für theoretische Physik der Universität Bern, Bern (Switzerland)

(4. X. 67)

Abstract. The vertex describing the coupling of the baryon octet with the pseudoscalar and
vector mesons is worked out under the assumption that the coupling is invariant with respect to
the semidirect product of the Poincaré group with the group SL(6, C) as proposed by Budini and
Fronsdal. The resulting integral representations for the form factors in the production channel

M -^- B + B are evaluated numerically.

1. Introduction
As is well known the static symmetry group SU (6) is applicable only to states at

rest. Many authors have tried to reformulate the symmetry in such a fashion as to be
valid for particles in motion as well [1]. If this restriction to a particular co-ordinate
system, the rest frame, is dropped, relativistic invariance comes into play which
interrelates the properties of particles moving with different velocities. Relativistic
invariance means that the full symmetry group G of the states of a system contains
the Poincaré group as a subgroup. In this language, a relativistic generalization of
SU(6) is a symmetry group G that contains the Poincaré group and reduces to SU(6)
for states at rest. Fortunately, Budini and Fronsdal [2] have been able to show that
general requirements of physical interpretation allow only one relativistic extension
of SU(6) in this sense. These authors show that G must necessarily be the semi-direct
product of the Poincaré group with a group S,

G PB S (1.1)

where S is normal subgroup. If furthermore G is required to reduce to SU(6) for states
at rest, the group 5 must be isomorphic to SL(6, C). To specify the structure of G

more precisely, let us denote2) the generators of SL(6, C) by Sr, r 1, 70, in

x) Supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
2) Notation: Greek indices from the middle of the alphabet are used to denote components of

Lorentz tensors; /i, v 0, 1, 2, 3. Greek indices from the beginning of the alphabet denote
components of spinors; <x, ß 1, 2. Tensors under SU(3) are labelled with lower case latin
indices a, b 1, 2, 3 whereas we use capitals A, B 1, 6 for SU(6)-tensors. We make
frequent use of the conventional correspondence A ->- (a, a) that displays the reduction
SU(6) o SU(3) (x) SU(2). We adopt the metric tensor gPv diag(l, -1, -1, -1), and use
the following antisymmetric tensors sP'B", e0123 — s0123 1; eabc, e123 e123 1; E<*ß,
E12 E12 1. The generalized 2x2 Pauli matrices a^, 5^ are defined by a0 S0 1,

at — ai r{, where rx, r2, t3
rotation group. The matrices aßV are defined by aßV 1/2 {S^ av— cr„ aß}.
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particular those of the subgroup SL(2, C) C SL(6, C) by Sßl, and let [M PA) be the
generators of the Poincaré group P. It is convenient to replace the operators of total
angular momentum, M by those of the 'orbital angular momentum' L defined by

Lß,= M^-S^ (1.2)

and to consider the algebra generated by (L PA, Sr) instead of (M PA, Sr).
Budini and Fronsdal show that the operators (L^, PA) generate a group P* that is
isomorphic to the Poincaré group. Furthermore these operators commute with the
generators Sr of SL(6, C). This implies that G is isomorphic to the direct product of
the Poincaré group with SL(6, C)

G P* ® SL(6, C). (1.3)

This shows that the operator P>* P is an invariant of G. All particles contained in an
irreducible representation of G therefore have the same mass, in accordance with a
well-known theorem due to O'Raifeartaigh [3].

Since G is to be applied to physical states we must look for unitary representations
of this group. Unitary irreducible representations (UIR) of G are direct products of
UIR of P* and SL(6, C).

2. Representations of the Unphysical Poincaré Group P*

To find the appropriate UIR of the factor P* we note that the operators Sik
(i, k 1, 2, 3) are generators of the subgroup SU(6) C SL(6, C) which is identified
with the static symmetry group for states at rest. The physical interpretation of these

operators is therefore known : they represent the operators of spin angular momentum.
On the other hand, the operators of total angular momentum are given by the
generators Mik of the physical Poincaré group. Clearly, for one particle states at rest
these quantities coincide with the operators Sik, i.e. we must have

Eiky> o

if xp represents a particle at rest. Therefore, as far as one particle representations of
the group G are concerned, only spin zero representations of the factor P* are relevant.

The spin zero representations of P* can be defined in the conventional way on a

space of functions <f>(p) on the hyperboloid p"2 m2, p° > 0 by

u(A, a) <f>(p) eiaA~lp <j)(A-x p) (2.1)

where A denotes an element of the unphysical homogeneous Lorentz group contained
in P* and a is a translation. The above representation is unitary with respect to the
inner product

(cf>, W) f dQ(p) <p-*(p) y,(p) ; dÛ(p) dtp % (2.2)

3. Representations of SL(6, C)

Next let us consider the UIR of the second factor, SL(6, C). The UIR of this group
have been determined by Gelfand and Naimark [4]. Except for the trivial represen-
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tation they are all infinite dimensional and consist of an infinite ladder of irreducible
representations of the maximal compact subgroup SU (6). The physical content of the
corresponding UIR of the group G is obtained most directly by considering those
states which describe particles at rest, (f>(p) ô3(p). Clearly these states furnish an
irreducible representation of SL(6, C) and we conclude that the theory contains
infinitely many different physical particles which, in the exact symmetry limit, all
have the same mass. The occurence of such infinite series of particles is the price one

pays for the fact that the Budini-Fronsdal-theory, unlike its predecessors, is compatible
with unitarity. Loosely speaking the older theories also contained production of an
infinite series of additional multiplets, but since these states were not interpreted as

physical particles, the conservation of probability was violated.

Baryons

In order to determine the appropriate representation of SL(6, C) that describes
the baryonic states we recall that in the framework of the static symmetry group the
lowest lying baryonic levels form a 56-dimensional irreducible representation of
SU (6). In the Budini-Fronsdal-theory this particular multiplet is only one of an
infinite ladder of SU(6) multiplets contained in a representation of SL(6, C) and
there are in fact a multitude of representations of the group SL(6, C) that contain the

multiplet 56 in the reduction SL(6, C) D SU(6). We shall in the following consider

only the simplest case which is the only one discussed in the literature [2]. In the
terminology of Gelfand and Naimark we restrict ourselves to the most degenerate
representations of the principal series, characterized by the partition (5, 1).

In this work we shall make use of the reformulation of the theory of Gelfand and
Naimark proposed in a preceding paper [5] referred to as I. This reformulation is
based on an analysis of the representations found by Gelfand and Naimark in terms
of homogeneous functions. The particular class of representations belonging to the
partition (5, 1) is defined on a space of homogeneous functions F(x) of a single
contravariant vector x with six complex components xA, A 1,... 6. In this space
of functions the representation u(S) is defined by

u(S) F(x) F(x S); (x S)A xB SBA (3.1)

The function F(x) is homogeneous

F(Xx)=Xa+X*«~ F(x) (3.2)

and the degrees of homogeneity <x+, a~ may be used to characterize the representation
in question. They are related to the invariants m and q introduced by Gelfand and
Naimark through3)

a± Ty + *y-3. (3.3)

The representation defined by (3.1) and (3.2) is unitary in the inner product

(F, G) fdfi(x) F*(x) G(x); dpt(x) Ò (x6 - 1) dx (3.4)

3) We adhere to the normalization mx qx 0 and put m2 m, q2 — Q.
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where dx denotes the product of the differentials of real and imaginary parts of the
6 complex components of the vector x. The representation u(S) defined above contains
the multiplet 56 of SU(6) if and only if m — 3, i.e.

«*=-4+ .--§-. «-=-y + *-y. (3.5)

The subspace that transforms according to the representation 56 of SU (6) is spanned
by the vectors

FABC(x) xA xB xc(x *+) -9'2 + • *'* (3.6)

We thus have a one-parameter family of suitable representations labelled by the real
parameter q. These representations contain the multiplets 56, 700,... of SU(6).

Antibaryons

As usual the antiparticles are associated with the complex conjugate representation.

In particular the states belonging to the representation 56* of SU(6) are described

by the homogeneous functions FABC(x)*. It turns out however that a slightly different
treatment [6] of the antiparticle states is more convenient. According to a theorem4)
by Gelfand and Naimark the representations belonging to the partitions (5, 1) and
(1, 5) are pairwise equivalent. In particular the complex conjugate of the baryon
representation is equivalent to a representation belonging to the partition (1, 5) and
we shall use this representation for the antibaryons. According to / the partition (1, 5)

corresponds to homogeneous functions F(y) of a single contravariant vector yA and
the transformation rule reads

u(S) F(y) F(S^ y); (S"1 y)A S~1A ByB. (3.7)

In terms of this space of homogeneous functions the representatives of the antibaryon
multiplet 56* are given by

GABC(y) yA yB yc(y+ y)~912 +iel2. (3.8),

This representation is unitary in the inner product

(F, G) =fd[t(y) F*(y) G(y) ; dpi(y) ô (yx - 1) dy. (3.9>

Clearly we could also describe the baryons by means of homogeneous functions of the

type F(y). In this case the multiplet 56 is represented by the functions GABC(y)*.

Mesons

We now turn to the representation that describes the mesonic states. The simplest
representations that contain the multiplet 35 of SU (6) are again those belonging to the
most degenerate partition (5, 1). Unfortunately, if the mesons are assigned to one of
these representations, one arrives at the unrealistic conclusion that the baryon-meson
coupling constants vanish. This is because these representations do not allow an
invariant coupling to the direct product of the baryon and the antibaryon representation.

The next simplest choice is the partition (1, 4, 1). It has been shown in / that this.

4) The relevant theorem is cited in I.
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partition corresponds to homogeneous functions P(|, rj) of a pair of vectors ÇA, rf
instead of functions of a single vector as in the case of the more degenerate partition
(5, 1). The representation u(S) is in this case defined by

u(S) F(f, tf) F(f 5, S-x rj). (3.10)

Note that according to / the vectors | and r\ are orthogonal f r\ £A r\A 0. One
verifies that there are two different types of representations belonging to this partition
that contain the multiplet 35. The first one consists of a ladder of SU (6) multiplets
starting with 35,280,.... These representations have been proposed for the description
of mesons by Rühl [6]. The second type consists of a ladder starting with 1, 35, 35,...
and has been investigated in detail by Fronsdal [2]. We shall here restrict ourselves
to the first type of representations [7].

The 35 states that transform irreducibly under SU(6) are in this case represented
by the functions

K(C,rì)=tArlB(U+)-3 + ia,2(rì+rì)-* + "l\ (3.11)

The invariants a and t are again arbitrary real parameters that specify the particular
representation under consideration. The representations introduced above are unitary
with respect to the inner product

(F, G) =fdfi(i, rj) F*(l rj) G{S, rj)

dp& V) ô (|, - 1) 6 (rf- - 1) Ô(Ç rj) <% in ¦ (3-12>

4. Particles in Motion

In the last section we have specified the representations of the group G relevant
for the description of baryons and mesons. In order to find the states that describe

physical particles of momentum q we have to determine the subspaces transforming
irreducibly under the physical Poincaré group P. Vet us first consider the baryons.
The particles belonging to the multiplet 56 of SU (6) at rest are described by the wave
functions

F(p,x)=ô(p)FABC(x)xABC. (4.1)

Here xABC denotes the SU(6) spinor of the particular state in question. The
corresponding state with the same internal quantum numbers but with momentum q is
obtained in the conventional fashion by means of a pure Lorentz transformation

F(q; p, x) U(A) F(p, x). (4.2)

We now decompose the physical Lorentz transformation A into the direct product of
an element of the unphysical Poincaré group P* and an element S e SL(6, C) and
write

U(A) u(A) ® u(S). (4.3)

Note that for infinitesimal transformations this decomposition simply reduces to
Mßll L + S The operator u(A) acts exclusively on the first factor in (4.1)

u(A) 6(p) Çô(p-q) (4.4)
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where M denotes the baryon mass, whereas u(S) acts on the second factor

«(¦S) EABC(x) FABC(x S). (4.5)

Since S is either one of the two elements of the subgroup SL(2, C) C SL(6, C) that
cover the homogeneous Lorentz transformation A we have2)

SS+ £; q f~afl. (4.6)

Furthermore we note that the product F(x S) % involves the Bargmann-Wigner
spinors [8]

XABC(q) SADSBEScFXDEF (4.7)

associated with particles in motion. We thus have

F(q; p, x) p°ò(p- q) M7/2"««/2 FABC(x; q) %ABC(q)

FABC(x; q) xA xBxc(x~qx+)-»l2 + 'e12. (4.8)

For later use we note the form of the Bargmann-Wigner spinors for the states
belonging to the spin 1/2 octet [9]

XABC(q) y^y {eabd Bd f> f(q) + ebcd B»d J* f(q) + *" &* ^ %%)} ¦ (4-9)

Note that the wave function xa(l) coincides with the conventional two-component
spinor for particles of spin 1/2 in motion. The matrices B% represent the traceless
SU (3) tensors for the baryon octet.

Entirely analogous expressions are valid for the antibaryons. For the mesons one
finds5)

H(q; p, |, rj) pH (p - q) ««-«•<• + '> HB(Ç, r,; q) XAB(q)

HB(lv;q) =^^?f+)-3 + ,W2()?+?»?)-3 + "/2. (4.10)

In the case of the pseudoscalar meson octet the Bargmann-Wigner spinor happens
to be independent of momentum

xi(q) Pto«ß (4.11)

where Pi is the traceless SU (3) tensor associated with the pseudoscalar octet, whereas
for the vector mesons we have

xi(q) Vle^a^qvlm. (4.12)

The vector sß characterizes the polarization of the meson and the SU (3) tensor V\
represents the nonet in the conventional fashion.

5. General Remarks on Applications of the Budini-Fronsdal Theory

The first applications of the Budini-Fronsdal theory concerned baryonic matrix
elements of the electromagnetic current [10]. The electromagnetic form factors of the
baryon octet have been worked out under the assumption that the current transforms

s) The matrix q stands for qP aß.
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like a finite dimensional tensor operator under SL(6, C). Clearly this problem involves
the coupling of only two infinite dimensional representations of the group G.

There is, however, a simple alternative to this assumption. The fact that the
electromagnetic form factors seem to be dominated by the contributions from the
vector meson poles suggests that we identify the current with certain components of a
tensor operator which transforms like the infinite dimensional meson representation.
This assumption requires the evaluation of the baryon-meson vertex and involves
the coupling of three infinite dimensional representations of G. This vertex has been

investigated by Rühl [6]. Furthermore, the behaviour of the baryon-meson vertex
at the thresholp of the decay channel has been analysed by Fronsdal and White[11].

In this connection the following fundamental difficulty arises. The symmetry
group G is in principle defined for on mass shell quantities only. It is applicable e. g.
to a process like N* -> N + n with all momenta on the mass shell. The symmetry
relates this process to processes like N -> N + n which clearly take place only off
mass shell. This difficulty of course reflects the fact that the symmetry is broken.
The same problem arises for any broken symmetry e.g. it arises for SU(3). In that
case the difficulty can however be solved at least in part8) by introducing off-shell
amplitudes and by comparing the various amplitudes at the same kinematical
configurations. In the case of the group G the situation seems to be considerably
worse. This is due to the fact that the Budini-Fronsdal theory cannot be reformulated
as a theory of local fields, subject to the conventional connection between spin and
statistics [12]. This impossibility in turn is related to the fact that the theory involves
particles of arbitrarily high spin and that it furthermore involves nontrivial form
factors, i. e. nonlocal interactions ab initio. A local field theory would guarantee the
conventional crossing relations that are of basic importance whenever analytic
continuation is involved. In the absence of such a framework the simple recipe that
works in the case of SU(3) must be expected to lead to inconsistencies.

We shall in the following ignore these problems and work out the baryon meson

vertex in the channel M -> B + B. We assume that the baryons and antibaryons all
have the same mass M and that the virtual meson that decays into these particles
possesses the momentum P px + p2 where px and p2 denote the momenta of B and

B respectively. The 'mass' of the virtual meson is given by m Vs where s denotes
the square of the C. M. energy of the final state.

To conclude this section we mention that the predictions of the Budini-Fronsdal
theory for reactions that involve the invariant coupling of four infinite dimensional
representations of SL(6, C) have been analysed by the Dubna group for the particular
case of B-B annihilation at rest [13].

6. The Baryon-Meson-Vertex

In / we have developped a technique for the analysis of degenerate representations
of SL(«, C) which allows us to carry out the necessary calculations for the coupling
of the three infinite dimensional representations of G involved in this problem to a

point where numerical evaluation becomes possible. We mention that Bamberg [7]

6) This recipe in general of course violates unitarity.
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has proposed a quite different elegant method for the coupling of three representations

of SL(«, C) and is currently investigating the baryon-meson vertex for the case
of the meson representation suggested by Fronsdal.

We consider the baryon-meson vertex in the channel M -> B + B. The virtual
meson of momentum P in the initial state is represented by the wave function
H(P; P', £, rj) defined in Section 4. On the other hand the particles in the final state
must be transformed according to the complex conjugate representation. As far as the
symmetry group G is concerned a baryon in the final state behaves exactly like an
antibaryon in the initial state and we found it convenient to use the antibaryon wave
function G(px ; p'x, y) for the description of the final state baryon of momentum px.
Likewise the final state antibaryon is represented by F(p2; p'2, x). The vertex then
takes the form

V(Pi, p2 | P) =fdü(p)'x dÛ(p'2) dQ(P)JdF(x) dfi(y) dp(l rj) F(p2; p'2, x)

x G(px; p'x, y) H(P; P', |, rj) k(p'x, p2 \ P') K(x, y\i;,rj). (6.1)

The kernels k and K are the invariant coupling coefficients for the representations
of the unphysical Poincaré group P* and for the group SL(6, C) respectively.

Consider first the kernel k. Invariance under P* implies that k is of the form

k(px,p'2\P')=d(pxA-p2-P')F(s) (6.2)

where we lav» mdicated explicitly that the invariant multiplying the deltafunction
need not be the same for all values of the virtual meson mass m Vs.

The SL(6, C)-kernel K has been constructed by Rühl [6]. It has been shown in I
that the construction of kernels of this type is a very simple matter if use is made of
homogeneous variables. In the present case, K must be a homogeneous function of the
same degree as the product F* G* H*, i. e.

K(l x, my \ X£,pi rj) r9'2-**12 I*"312-**12 m~9l2-iel2 m*-3l2-is'2

x A_3_Ia/2A*-2-i<r/2^-3-«/2/a*-2-,-r/2if(^ y | £ ^ _ (g 3)

Furthermore K must be invariant under SL(6, C)

K(x S, S-1 y || S, S-1 rj) K(x, y\Ç,rj). (6.4)

The vectors xA, yB, |c, rf possess the eight algebraically independent invariants
r, s, t, u, r*, s*, t*, u*, where

r xy, s x rj, t — y |, u f rj. (6.5)

The symbol x y stands for the scalar product xA yA etc. We note that since f and rj are
orthogonal the invariant u vanishes. We now solve the homogeneity condition (6.3)
by means of the ansatz

K(x, y\Ç,rj)= ra* s6+ f* r*a~ s*b~ t*°~. (6.6)

The exponents are to be determined in such a fashion that the kernel possesses the
required degree of homogeneity. One finds that there does not exist a consistent
solution, i. e. that there does not exist an invariant coupling of the three representa-
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tions7), unless the parameters characterizing the meson representation satisfy a — x
in which case the solution reads

«+ -__ -L (q _ a) ; 6+ c+=-3-~o-
a-= -\-~(Q-a); b~ or -2 - L a. (6.7)

We now insert the expression for the kernel k in the vertex and carry out the trivial
momentum integrations with the result

V(Pi,p2\P)=à(px + p2-P)
x F(s) M9"'* ,»•-<»<« + *) JÌTfghXabc(Pi) XDEF(P2) Xg(P) (6-8)

where the SL(6, C) coupling coefficients are given by the integral

Jdbfb =/<*M*) ¥(y) MS, fi) FDEF(x, p2) GABC(y, px) H%& r,; P) K(x, y\C,rj). (6.9)

The kernel K is displayed explicitly in (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7).

7. Parity and Crossing

Before we start with the evaluation of the expression (6.9) for the coupling
coefficients we briefly discuss the extension of the symmetry group G to a group G

that includes space reflections. The action of space reflection on the generators of the
Poincaré group is well-known. Furthermore, the physical interpretation of the
generators of SL(6, C) implies [15] that space reflection transforms the element
S e SL(6, C) into the element S+_1. This is easily checked for the subgroups SL(2, C)

and SU (3) ; the group structure then determines a unique extension to the full group
SL(6, C). If parity is to be a symmetry operation we must require that the unitary
representation used for the description, say of the baryons, is not only a representation
of the group G, but actually a representation of the full group G. In particular we must
have a unitary operator P that obeys the usual multiplication rules with the generators
of the Poincaré group and furthermore satisfies

Pu(S) P-1 m(5+-1). (7.1)

An operator P with this property exists if and only if the representations u(S) and
«(S+-"1) are equivalent. In the case of the baryon representation they are inequivalent
unless the parameter q, which we have left unspecified, vanishes [15]. Similarly in the
case of the mesons: parity maps the representation onto itself if and only if a r 0

[15].
Let us now suppose that we have chosen q a r 0. The existence of a parity

operator for these representations has the following immediate consequence. We have

') In order to analyze the solutions of (6.3) and (6.4) in a more systematic manner one makes use
of the so-called transitive domains. The form (6.6) for K corresponds to the transitive domain
of highest dimension.
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noted that the coupling of the baryon, antibaryon and meson representations as

representations of the group SL(6, C) is unique up to a constant. Since the parity
operator maps these representations onto themselves, the parity transformed vertex
must coincide with the vertex itself up to a constant, which, as an eigenvalue of P
must have the value + 1 or — 1. Therefore the vertex is either invariant under parity
or changes sign; furthermore the group determines whether or not a sign change
occurs. Explicit evaluation of the expression (6.9) will show that the eigenvalue is + 1,

provided the phase of the parity operator is chosen in the conventional way such that
the lowest lying multiplets have the intrinsic parities 35 ~, 56+, 56 ~, the multiplets
denoting mesons, baryons and antibaryons respectively. The coupling M -> B 4- B
is thus automatically invariant under space reflection.

This points to a serious difficulty related to the fact that the theory does not
satisfy crossing. Consider the crossed channel, B + M ^- B. The transformation
properties of the corresponding matrix element under SL(6, C) are identical to those

of the process M -> B + B considered previously. The vertex will be the same apart
from the difference in the kinematical configuration. However, since we have replaced
an antibaryon by a baryon, the product of the intrinsic parities changes sign. Therefore,

the vertex describing the coupling B + M -> B is not invariant under the parity
operation, but changes sign, i. e. the process is forbidden if symmetry under the full
group G is required. This is a particularly drastic example for the fact that the
Budini-Fronsdal theory does not satisfy crossing: the analytic continuation of an
invariant coupling to the crossed channel does not produce results that are invariant
under the symmetry group in the crossed channel. For a detailed discussion of this
point we refer the reader to the extensive literature on this subject [12].

Concerning the specific properties of the baryon meson vertex there is an obvious

way out of the conclusion that the amplitude B + M -> B vanishes. This difficulty
arises only because we have chosen representations that are selfconjugate under the
parity operation, q a x 0. We can alternatively stay with nonzero values of
these parameters, at the cost of doubling the representation spaces in the usual way,
replacing the representation u(S) by the direct sum u(S) © w(S+_1). In this representation

each particle of positive intrinsic parity has its negative parity counterpart.
If this alternative is adopted the symmetry group G allows for invariant couplings
in both direct and crossed channels. However, the more general fact that these

couplings are not related by analytic continuation remains unaffected.

We shall show in the next sections that, if necessary, the evaluation of the vertex
can be carried out even in the case of arbitrary values of the parameters q, a and x.
Nevertheless, towards the end of the calculation we shall put Q o=x=0to simplify
the final steps.

8. Evaluation of the Coupling Coefficients

It is the evaluation of the integral JoBEcF% which extends over the four complex
vectors xA, yB, |c, rf that represents the core of our task, and it is here that the
method based on homogeneous functions becomes effective. We have shown in / that
integrals of the type (6.9) can be written in a covariant fashion. A slight extension of
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the method described in I and illustrated by means of an analogous coupling problem
in the framework of SL(2, C) shows that the integral (6.9) can be rewritten as

Jd¥f% NJdx dy tt dn à(è n) xD *e % / yB yc £H nG

x t—p^-yprt-tPr-rrn K(x,y\è,rj) (s-x)

where N is some normalization constant.
We treat this integral as follows. To get rid of the polynomial xD xE xF yA yB y° i-Hrf

we consider instead of /^| the integral J (A, B, C) defined by

J(A, B, C) fdx dy dÇdr) <5(£ rj) e-"P^-y+P,y-iP^-v*Pn

x [(x A y) (y+ A+ x+)T~ [(x B rj) (r,+ B+ x+)f~ [(£ C y) (y+ C+ |+)]c~ (8.2)

where we have introduced the auxiliary matrices A, B, C in such a fashion that the

coupling coefficients can be expressed as

tabc g *t, à 6 ô ö
JDBF H N' -^n ^V -^ "TF J(^, B, C)J DBF H ÔAD ÔAE ÔBF ÔCg

J K ' ' (8.3)
A=B-C=1

Integration over the Meson Variables

The subintegration over the meson variables £ and rj in the expression for J(A,B, C)

concerns an integral of the form

Jx =JdÇ dr, (5(| rj) e-^^-^Pi [(„ v) (rj+ u+)f [(£ v) (»+ f+)]6 (8.4)

ua xcba- vA cî yB

where we have introduced the vectors u, v instead of x B and C y respectively.
Furthermore, to simplify the notation we use the symbols a and b instead of a~, b~ or c~

a a~; b b^ c~ — 2 ——a. (8.5)

As observed already by Rühl [6] the integrand is singular at the points u rj 0,

I v 0 and the integral is not by itself a well-defined expression. We shall in the
following define the integral by means of analytic continuation in the exponent b, a
method used extensively by Fronsdal [2]. The problems connected with the singularities
of the kernels and the closely related question of whether or not the coupling is unique,
clearly deserve a more sophisticated mathematical investigation, which is however
outside the scope of this paper. In the following we suppose first that the exponent b

lies in a region where the integral is well defined ; at the end of the calculation we shall
continue the result analytically in b to the particular value of interest here.

The integral ]x can be determined by simply making use of the fact that it is an
invariant homogeneous function of the matrix P and the vectors uA and vA. The

matrix P and its inverse P_1 m~2 P play the role of a metric in the space of the
vectors u and v. The integral Jx must be a function of the invariants that can be

constructed from these quantities, i.e. Jx Jx (m,u P"1 u+, v+ P v, u v, v+ u+),
where m replaces the invariant det P me. Furthermore Jx is a homogeneous function
of its arguments and can be written in the form

Jx (uP-1u+)b(v+Pv)hm-x'i-2'>f(z) z=(uv)(v+u+)(uP-1u+)-1(v+Pv)-1. (8.6)
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This leaves only the function/^) unspecified. To determine this function we note that
Jx satisfies the differential equation

w7'"0 (8'7)

which reflects the orthogonality of f and rj. Inserting the expression (8.6) for Jx we
obtain a differential equation for f(z) :

z (z - 1) /" + [(2 b + 4) + (1 - 2 b) z] /' + b2 j 0. (8.8)

Note that z varies in the range 0 < z < 1 ; the end points of this interval are ordinary
singular points of the differential equation. The behaviour of the two independent
solutions at the singular point z 1 is independent of the value of the exponent b :

the regular solution behaves like (z — 1)°, the singular one like (z — 1)~4. Since the
integral is well-defined at z 1 for a suitable range of the exponent b we must
disregard the irregular solution. This determines the function f(z) up to a constant.
The value of this constant is irrelevant. We note the following explicit expression for
the regular solution, valid in the range 0 > Re b > — 5

00

f(z) fdm(v) (1 + v z)»; dm(v) dv v~b-x (1 + v)-b~5. (8.9)
o

In terms of this representation we finally have

/1 w-io-2* f dm[v)Db
0

D=(xBP-xB x+) (y+ C+PCy)+v(xBC y) (y+ C+ B+ x+). (8.10)

Integration over the Antibaryon Variable

We now turn to the next step, the integration over the vector xA The expression
J(A, B, C) can be written as

J(A,B,C)=fdye-y*p^J2; /2=J'dx e~xp^ [(x A y) (y+ A+ *+)]« Jx. (8.11)

To evaluate the integral /2 we insert the representation (8.10) for Jx and furthermore
make use of exponential representations for the factors Db and [(x A y) (y+ A+ x+)]a

ou

Db nx I dm(x) e" *D
; dm(x) dx x~x '

[(x A y) (y+ A+ *+)]<" n2 J dm(X) e-^(^y)(y+^+^); dm(X) dX X'1-2". (8.12)

The path C runs along the real axis from — oo to + oo but avoids the singularity of
X"x~2a at X 0. The integral /2 then takes the form

oo oo C

/2 nx n2 m-10-2b f dm(v) f dm(x) f dm(X) f dx e~xMx*

0 0

M h + x(y+ C+ PCy) B P-1 B+A-xvBCyy+C+ B+A-X2Ayy+A+. (8.13)
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The integration over x can now be carried out in a trivial fashion by means of the
well-known formula

fdx°-xMx+=-éM <8-i4>

and we obtain
oo oo C

J2 nr10- 2b Jdm(v) Jdm(x) Jdm(X) -^^. (8.14)

0 0

In this expression we have again suppressed an overall normalization constant. The
determinant of the matrix M contains the remaining variable y in a rather complicated
way. This is due to the fact that the matrix M contains the independent vectors A y
and B C y. It is therefore convenient at this point to carry out first the derivatives
with respect to the matrices A, B and C required for the evaluation of the coupling
coefficients JdBefh> then to set A B C 1 (see Equation (8.3)) and to work out
the remaining integral over y only after these steps have been taken. In fact we shall
postpone the integration over y until the form factors have been projected out. The
reason for this will become clear in the course of the calculation.

It is straightforward to work out the necessary derivatives with respect to the
matrices A, B and C. We quote the resulting integral representation for the coupling
coefficients

oo

JiBECFGH w3 + i(e + 0) [dy e-y+p'y (y+Py)a + b [dm(v)
0

oo oo 18

x[dm(pi)[dm(co)n-eA-^EiQiDBEcFÒH. (8.15)

Here we have introduced the symbol JdBefgh'-

tABC _ t>. tABC k
J DEFGH ~~ rGK J DEFH

where PqK is the matrix associated with the momentum of the meson, P P1* a'

We have dropped an overall normalization constant. Furthermore a transformation
of variables from x, X to pi, co has been performed

x pi m2(y+P y)-1 ; dm(pi) dpi pi~b

X m m(y+ P y)-1'2 ; dm(co) dm a3'2" (8.16)

where m denotes the meson mass8). To specify the rather involved expression for the
integrand we introduce the vectors «" and Rv

n'-fi + pF; P"=-$ (8.17)

and the 6x6 matrices R and S

R R"a„; S RP~XR. (8.18)
p

8) Note that the singularity encountered in the Gaussian representation (8.12) is cancelled by a

zero of the integrand that arises after the derivations have been carried out. We are therefore
entitled to let path C run through I 0 and to reduce it to an integral from 0 to oo by virtue
of the symmetry in A and — X.
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In terms of these quantities the symbol A occuring in (8.15) reads

A (y+Py) +ym2(y+Ry); y piv + oß. (8.19)

The scalars Ex, Exs are defined in Table I, together with the tensors Qx, QX3.

The quantities K, L, M occuring in the table denote the following tensors

K(A, B, C, D) / yB yc S aD % bF cG dH
DEF

L(A, B, C, D) yA yB yc S AÒD bE cF dH
DEF

M(A) yA yB yc S AÒH rD rE rF (8.20)
DEF

where a, b, c, d, r stand for the vectors y+ A, y+ B, C y, y+ D, y+ R respectively and
where the operator S projects out the symmetric part of the tensor that follows.

Table I

i fi Qi

1 -6/iyA (PR) m2 + 4/iy2(y+Sy)m^ + yA m2 K(R, R, R, P)
2 -fiyAm* K{R,R,S,P)
3 -Spy Am* K(R, S, R, P)
4 6/j.vA (PR)-4pvy (y+S y) m4 K(R, R, P, P)
5 3 fi v A m2 K(R, S, P, P)
6 - 4 fi v y (y+ P y) mi K{R, R, R, R)
7 4 n v2 (y+ Py) m2 K(R, R, P, R)
8 6pA2 {PR)-3pyA (y+S y) m^-A2 L(R, R, R, P)
9 fiA2m2 L{S, R, R, P)

10 2pA2m2 L{R,S,R,P)
11 3/ivA (y+Py) m2 L(R, R, R, R)
12 fivA (y+Py) m2 M(R)
13 -vA (y+Py) M(P)

9. SU(6)-Coupling Invariants

From the general SL(6, C) invariant vertex V(px p2 | P) given by (6.8) the
SU(3) ® SU(2) coupling invariants follow by projection. We restrict the evaluation
of these invariants to the baryon octet.

The reduction of the SU (6) tensor according to SU (3) ® SU (2) is defined by

jkcgv __ de dek TABC JIJ9-ÌQ i-ia mi\J flh (ßCn ~~ kaßb bablb JDEFGH1V1 m \y-x>

with y, <f>, Ç, rj denoting the SU(2) indices of C, F, G, H respectively. This tensor is

traceless in k / and c I as a consequence of the symmetry of JDBECF GH. There are

three SU(3)-invariant tensors of this type:
jkcgY. _ y Tj(I)kcg j{I)y. to o\J flh ifrCr) ~ Zj flh J (ßiri V'-^l
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where the three SU(3)-invariant projection operators 77(S), 77<D) and/PF) are defined

by
nntft nv>>;t o (9.3)

B+l B+fk M\ n{1) )H (B+ M B)j (9.4)

with the conventional SU(3) coupling coefficients

(B+MB)s 0, (B+ M B)D tr(P+ [M, B]+),

(B+ M B)F tr(P+ [M, B]_)

if M is the pseudoscalar or vector meson octet (tr M 0)
and

(B+ M B)s tr(B+ B)trM, (B+ M B)D (B+ M%=0
if M is the meson singlet (Mhg x <5*).

The SU(3) invariants J(I)\\n may be further reduced by making use of invariance
under the proper Lorentz group. For this purpose it is convenient to replace the
SU(2) indices by vector indices:

f^ ^ß«;(4,(M,)j. (9.5)

Invariance under the proper homogeneous Lorentz group then implies that the field
ß(7)^ be an invariant tensor function of the two linearly independent 4-vectors
P» (Pi + p2Ymàk»=(px-p2y-.

Q{I)vp YW K'(s) (s ôvp - pppv) + *W Kk" + w^ K pv

+ i W{%) evßea P° k° + ^- Wf(s) Pß P" + ™£- W<P(s) Pß W\. (9.6)

The 3x6 functions of the kinematical invariant s m2, Wxz)(s) to W{^(s), are
essentially the form factors describing the vertex.

Using the definition of the vertex function (6.8), the definition of the spinors (4.9),
(4.11), (4.12) and the projections (9.2), (9.5) the vertex finally takes the form

V(Pi, pa\P) F(s) £ (JB+ V B), /<"; e" (X+(Pd av 0(p2))
I S,D,F

+ F(s) 2J (B+P B); p*(x+(px) 0M-P2)) (9-7)
I*-S,D,F

Til)" —
x /<j ÂQ _ p ps\ 0(1)" J(I)' _ L_ pe Ot-I)vJ P~ m3M \ p Cp 1 e ' J ~ m2M «

where (B+ V B)T and (B+ P B)r are the vector meson and pseudoscalar coupling
coefficients respectively.

10. Form Factors
The conserved vector current9)

U F(s) Jp ^(Pi) ov 0(p2)), P» j, 0 (10.1)

9) In order to avoid unnecessary crowding of indices we omit in this section the SU(3) label
distinguishing the currents and form factors.
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and the scalar current
J=F(s)r(xHpx)av0(p2)) (10.2)

have now to be identified with the usual expressions for these currents in terms of
Dirac spinors in order to relate the invariants Wx to We with the more familiar form
factors of the Dirac theory. The most general conserved vector and scalar under

proper Lorentz transformations which can be constructed out of the Dirac spinors
ü~(px) and v{p2) are10)

Û <Pi) [m V, - F2(s) ^y y„ P* + F3(s)

x -Tm{Pp - ATM Vp) Y-° + F*ATm kp A v^ (10-3)

j lg- u(px) [F6(s) yb + Fe] v(p2). (10.4)

As we have pointed out in Section 5 the quantities Fx and F2 may be interpreted as
the electric and magnetic form factors of the baryon in question if the quantum
numbers of the vector meson are chosen to be those of the photon. The quantities
F3 and P4 are the analogous form factors of the pseudovector current. As mentioned
in Section 7 these form factors must vanish if£ o-=T 0 and this provides us with
an important check on our calculations. Similarly P5 corresponds to the so-called
pseudovector coupling constant of the N n-vertex and can be normalized with the

experimental value F^m2) VAnf, f2 .08. F6 is then the analogous parity
conjugate object. With this normalization the symmetry group determines all strong
coupling invariants of the baryon-meson vertex up to the overall function F(s).

The Dirac spinors u(px) and v(p2) are related to the 2-component spinors x+(Pi)
and 0(p2) in the following way (Majorana representation) :

(xa(Pi) \ fJi. i^(Pè \ ,1n„u(px) — v(p2) (10.5
\aiM)(px)-ßxß(Pi)J \- (IIM) Mip&Mj

By straightforward algebra the Dirac currents (10.3), (10.4) are transformed to the
form (10.1), (10.2) and comparison of the coefficients gives the form factors Fx to Fg
in terms of the invariants Wx to W6 :

Fx [(s/4 M2) (Wx - Wt) + W2] F(s), F4 W, F(s)

F2 (W, - W2) F(s), F5 1/2 Ws F(s)

F3 (W, - Wx) F(s), F6 1 /2 We F(s). (10.6)

With respect to later applications to the electromagnetic form factors we prefer to
use instead of Fx and F2 the Sachs type form factors

GM Fx + F2 --L, (s Wx + k2 WA F(s)

G* =Fx+ 4F p2 W (s ^ + k2 Wl> F® ¦ (10-7)

10') The y-matrices are defined in terms of the c-matrices :

\a„ o"): y"" 2 (Vpy'-y'Vp) - ^"l^y V* -iVMYiYt (o -Î) "Yp
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Furthermore we shall write
gps Eò

for the form factor describing the coupling of the pseudoscalar mesons to the baryon
octet.

Altogether we thus have 9 form factors G$, G{EK G^s of even parity and 9 form
factos FW, Ff>, FJP of odd parity. Actually the odd parity form factors will be
shown to vanish and furthermore we will show that the 9 even parity form factors
are expressible as linear combinations of only 3 basic functions which we shall
tabulate numerically.

11. Integral Representation of the Coupling Invariants

It turns out to be a considerable advantage to extract first the form factors from
the tensor Jlyefgh before attacking the remaining integrations over the baryon
variable y. Starting with the integral representation (8.15) of the tensor JdBeCfgh

in its explicit form, given by the definitions (8.16) to (8.20) and by Table I, we can
now work out the corresponding integral representations for the 18 coupling invariants
Wf1 (I=S,D,F; j 1, 6) by taking traces over the SU(3) and SU(2) indices
according to the projections (9.1), (9.2) and (9.5). The computation of the traces is
considerably simplified if one works in a special coordinate system, the rest system of
the meson.

(Pi + Pà» P" K o, o, o) ; (px - p2y k» (0, 0, 0, x)

x2=m2-4M2. (11.1)

In order to give an idea of the structure of the resulting expressions we give as an
example the invariant Wf\

W[S) ~ F(s) M9"''8 m9 + s'e [dy e~{y+M (y+ P y)a + h

OO OO OO -„
X [dm(v) [dm(fi) [dm(co) n^A'^E, Q[S) (A, B, C, D, y)t. (11.2)

0 0 0 t"°1

<24S)(^4, B, C, D, y)i are the traces corresponding to the S-invariant with respect to
SU(3) labels and to the ^-invariant with respect to the SU(2) labels of the 13 tensors
Q{ (see (8.20)). The result can be expressed in terms of the three 4-vectors

P", P", S" -^ [2(RV P„) P" - (P* PJ P"] (11.3)

and the 4-vector y" defined by

r(<*l)«P=Zy*(a,i)y(a,ß); y» y+o»y. (11.4)
a

The arguments of the Q's, the matrices A, B, C, D, have to be replaced by the four-
vectors (11.3) according to the sequencies given in Table I. Using the notation of this
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table we have to give in our example the three types o fquantities multiplying the F's,
i.e.

K[S) y^- (y* yM) [(y0)2 - (y3)2 - y" y„] {(A A) [(px C) (D* b)

+ (p* C) (B D)] + 2(A B) l(px C) (D* A) + (px* C) (A D)]}

4S) -^- (y" V,) (B C) {(px y) (D* A) + (p* y) (D A)}

M4S> 0

where we have introduced the notation

(A B) A" Bß A" B» - A3 B3, (A* B) A" B3 - A3 B°

(note that in the special coordinate system the vectors Pß, Rß, Sß, substituting the
general arguments A, B, C, D, have only 0- and 3-components.)

The virtue of carrying out these projections first is obvious: the baryon variable
appears now exclusively in terms of the Lorentz vector y1* and this makes part of the
y-integration trivial.

12. Integration over the Baryon Variable

The dependence on the variable y in the form factors is contained in the four-
vector y*1 and the integral is of the form

W^Jdyf(y").
It is straight forward to reduce the integration over the 6 complex numbers yA to an
integration over the real vector y^ with the result

oo

fdyf(y") xfd*y 0(y2) d(y°) y2f(y") xfdy y5 /'dQ(y) f(y y")
0

where x is some constant and where we have defined y as the length of the vector
yf and yf as its direction.

yP=yyPt y>y^=l
y° cosh x
y1 sinh x sin Ö cos </)

y2 sinh x sin Ö sin <f>

y3 sinh x cos 0. (12.1)

Since the integrand is homogeneous in yA the variable y multiplies the integrand
fly yP) homogeneously in all terms of the sum and the integral for the form factors
becomes oo

Wf const. F(s) M9-iem9 + ie [dy ya + b + ò dQ(y) e~yip^ (Py)a + b

o

X / dm(v) / dm(fj) / dm(m) «-6 P"5£E\ Qf] (A, B, C, D;y)(. (12.2)
13

r
j=i
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Thereby we used

(y+pxy) 2(p{'y\; 2y(p1y)

and defined the quantities

A 2yP; P= (P y) + sy(Ry)

[2 y El (i 1, 7)
£.-

W{A,B,C,D;y)t-

\2y2E'i (.- 8,....13)
M Qf\A, B, C, D; y), (* 1,...,7)
\y3Qf\A, B.C.D'.y), (i 8,..., 13).

The integration over the length of the vector y can be carried out immediately and at
the same time the integration over the angle <f> is trivial since Qtf\ is independent of <f>

in the coordinate system (11.1). We are left with a 5-fold integral for the coupling
invariants and get - dropping overall constants and putting cos Ö z -

Wf F(s) m9 + ie Idx sinh2^ I dz I dm(ju) / dm(v) / dm(m)
0 -10 0 0

13

x (pxy)-[a + b + «) (Py)a + b n-* r^5£El Q(p(A, B, C,D;y),. (12.3)

13. Some More Integrations

For the further evaluation of the form factors we specialize the representations
for baryons and mesons by taking a and b real11) (q a 0) and hence a + b — 3/2.
With this specialization three additional integrations can be done explicitly.

a) The variables v and oo are only involved in the terms F\ and P. Specializing
(8.9) and (8.16) the integrals over v and w read

oo oo

0 0

Decomposition in partial fractions leads to three standard integrals, denoted as Ix,
I2 and /3.

00 A

In=f1-\ ^—- with £ -<^ (13.2)" J (1 + ")3 (v + e)n+112 ps(Ry)
V

The dt are then linear combinations of these integrals; as an example we give one
of the simpler terms :

d2 - 2"* n ^2 s3 (cosh x)-* [yy (A + h)] ¦

lx) With g a 0 our description of the B B M-vertex coincides with the assumptions made by
Rühl, Ref. [6], and his general results are applicable in our case.
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b) Since the integrand depends only on y° cosh^ and y3 — z sinh# the following
substitution of variables is indicated

« tgh^; dx=TZ~.
Extracting the factor cosh^ in every scalar product and cross product each term of the
integrand has the form

oo +1 1+1
[dx [ dz sinh2 x (coshx)-P /(u z) [du [ dz u2 (1 - u2)[p~2)l2 /(u z)

0 -1 0 -1

with p an even integer > 2. Substituting u z f the integrals in the angle variables
reduce then to a simple integral of the type

i +i +i
[du W [ dzf(uz) — [ <%(1- f«) /(f).

The final result of the complete expressions will be shown in Section 15. We have not
been able to solve the remaining integrals in the variables pi and f analytically; the
expressions are extremely involved and especially the logarithmic term arising in the
integrals In contains the variables under square roots and is therefore nearly prohibitive
for a further analytic treatment. This statement does however not exclude the
possibility that the integrated result would be expressible by means of well known
transcendental functions as is indicated by the explicit results of Bamberg [7] and
Bebié12).

14. Consistency Checks and Relations Among the Form Factors

After these long computational processes with complicated expressions one would
feel happy to have some general consistency checks. There are such checks in terms
of linear relations among the form factors and certain conditions following from
subgroup properties. These relations are by no means explicit at every stage of the
calculation. At the same time such relations drastically reduce the number of
independent form factors which have to be evaluated.

a) Rühl [6] has shown that the collinear subgroup of SL(6, C) implies the following
relations among the form factors, valid for all values of s :

(14.1)

(14.2)

(14.3)

These 4 relations are identically satisfied by the integrands after the three final
integrations have been performed.

G£>: Q(D) :G£> 1:3 -.2

m 2
Gg»- Gjf>

G{Ps - i<& 2

3
Gf>.

12) H. Bebié (to be published) gives an explicit result for the form factors in the corresponding
SL(2, C) model.
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b) According to the arguments presented in Section 7 the vertex is either even or
odd under space reflection. This statement provides us with a very deep consistency
check since neither the integrands representing the even parity form factors nor the
integrands associated with the pseudo form factors vanish. If our framework is
consistent we should find zero for the numerical values of either of the two sets of
form factors after the numerical integrations have been carried out. In fact we shall
show that the pseudo form factors vanish numerically. Actually it is not necessary
to evaluate all 9 pseudo form factors, since the integrands representing these quantities
satisfy linear relations analogous to (14.1, 2 3) :

W<?> : W™ : Wf' 1:2: 3 ; ^ F<" W? - <# (14.4)4M2

4M2 wm 2
~3Pf] 4 Ef] ~ F^ (14.5)

±Jf. Ff> _A Ff) _ A F(F). (14.6)

c) The S-type coupling of the scalar and pseudoscalar current must vanish since
the pseudoscalar mesons form a pure octet

G<^=0; W^=0. (14.7)

In the final stage the integrand does not have this property. But it can be shown that
the integrals vanish also in their final form and this fact is a very strong check for the
correctness of the methods used and the details of the computation.

d) Finally we found an additional linear relation among the charge form factors,
also satisfied by the integrand,

G<f 3 G<f> - 4 Gg" (14-8)

An analogous relation holds for W3. To our knowledge this relation has not yet been
stated in the literature and we have not been able to trace it back to any subgroup
property of the symmetry.

With these 12 relations there are only 6 linearly independent invariants, three of
even parity and three of odd parity.

15. Final Integral Representation for the Form Factors

The final result is obtained after all the integrations of Section 13 are done and
after extensive use of the relations stated in Section 14. We give a set of three
independent form factors, i.e. G^\ G^E\ G^ (this choice is of course arbitrary),
and a corresponding set of invariants, i.e. Wf\ W3D), W3F\ which are sufficient to
check the vanishing of the pseudo form factors F3, F^ and F6 (F3 0 if W^ G^,
F4 p6 0 if Wf) Wf> 0). All other form factors follow then from the
relations (14.1) to (14.8). In the following result the mass scale is normalized by
putting the baryon mass M 1.
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Every form factor or invariant Gjz) (/ M, E, PS) or Wf] (j 1, 6) has the
structure

+ 1 co 13

Gf\s) nfz F(s) s f dçfdv tuC^Z'i € (15-!)
-1 0 J_1

where

a= ((s-4)/s)1'2; «2 1 + s fi (/li + 1) ; e 2 n2/fi s (1 + 2 pi + a f) ;

the et are given in Table II and the qfy are constructed with the expressions (15.2 to 5)

according to Table III.
Table II

i «»

1 sfi-CH-^st^+se /2+/i) Kf](R, R, R, P)

2 s(l-D«(-^*/x) Kf](R, R, S, P)

3 s(l-£*)«(-3/is/,) Kf](R, S, R, P)

4 Mi-ç2)4(^T/4-e/3) Kf](R, R, P, P)

5 5 (1 - £»)« 3 ^ /4 Kf](R, S, P, P)

6 s(l_J2)4(_s/3) Kf](R, R, R, R)

7 s(i-C2)*/5 Kf](R, R, P, R)

8 2(l-f2)3t«"/6-31«s e/i--/„) Lf](R, R, R, P)

9 2(l-^)»^s/, Lf\s, R, R, P)

10 2(l-f?2^/6 Lf](R, S, R, P)

11 2(l-C2)33/«S/4 Lf](R, R, R, R)

12 2(l-?2)V^/4 Mf](R)
13 2(l-£2)3(-/4) Mf\P)

h (1/2) pie (IxA-h) /4 (1/2) e I2

h (l/4)/M3e2(5/1 + 6 72 + 5 7s) /5 (5/4) pie2 /3

h (l/4)^e2(3 72 + 5/3) /.= h-
h(e), /,(•e),I.(e) are the integrals (13.2),

t=3 (1 + 2//Ì/«2. o
1 (2 /i-Hl -lì.

P, R, S, are the 4-vectors defined in (11.1) and (11.3), i.e.

pp (1, 0, 0, 0) m

P"=(2/a+l,0,0,-a) ~
Sp ((2/1 + 1)2

_ JL 0 0 - g(2^ + 1)\ HL
\ 2 n2 s ' ' ' 2 n2 J n2
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Table III
i 1 7 i 8 11 t 12, 13

<f a[I) - if'/' <,'/' - L(I) qf] <'
AD)
UM 2 M ~ 2 LM 0

AD)
VE 80 Ä£ 20 ^ + Aöme

4F) _l_ JL k+ L r ++ 48 Afi 12 Le
3 ++ yM+

<»
1 _+ y km + 2 LAf 0

sW™
1 7

_ 20" Ä£ ~ T L£
18

+ -TME

sWf' + tVaë -yL* + 6Mj

Eu ~ {(A A) [(C D) B" + (D* C) B3] + 2(A B) [(C D) A 0 + (D* C) A3]}

L+ - ~ (B C) [(A D) + C(D* A)} (15.2)

E-M ~ {(A A) [(CD) (p*B) + (pB) (D*C)] + 2(A B) [(CD) (p* A) + (p A) (D* C)]}

Em ~ \ (B C) [(£ -

mla v ' v - a) (ifl) + (l-4 0 (Z>* ^)] (15.3)

K+e — {(PC) [(A A) (BD)+2(AB) (A D)] + (p*C) [(A A) (B*D)+2(A B) (A* D)}}

Lt ~{(1-olQ[(AC)(BD)A-(C*A)(B*D)]-(ol-Q[(C* A)(BD) + (CA)(B*D)}

M+ ~{RK)[{1-*Q(RA)-(cl-Q(R*A)] (15.4)

*£ =^Ìr{(^c) KAA) (B*D) + 2(AB) (A*D)] + (p*C) [(AA) (BD) + 2(AB) (AD)]}

LÊ ~ {(1 -«0 [{A B) (C*D) + (B*A) (CD)] - (<x-0 [(4P) (CP) + (BM) (C*P)]}

ME -L (P P) [1 - a f (P* 4) + (C - a) (P 4)] (15.5)

£" PCjm (1, 0, 0, a)

16. Numerical Results

The form factors given in the preceding section have been integrated numerically
in the production channel above threshold s > 4 M213). The result is shown in
Figure 1. As mentioned above, the odd parity form factors vanish identically, i.e.
W3= Wi— Wx= W6 0 or Wi GMfor all SU(3) labels. The symmetry distinguishes

ls) The integrals have been done by a two-step Romberg integration programme on the BULL
PS0S computer of the University of Berne.
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therefore a unique type of coupling which has the correct (physical) parity in the
production channel but the wrong parity in the scattering channel. The non-vanishing
form factors are rapidly decreasing functions. However, one has to keep in mind,
that the symmetry does not fix the form factors completely, because of the unknown
'dynamical' form factor F(s) multiplying each term. It is this function that would be

responsible for the usual singularities one expects the form factors to have in the
production channel. Concerning this point it is also important to be aware of the fact
that in our exact symmetry limit all baryons and all mesons (vector- and pseudo-
scalar-mesons) have the same mass.

The essential features of the numerical results are the following :

a) Behaviour at threshold: the form factors are integer multiples of each other,
a fact that has already been derived by Rühl [6]. Putting Gj£' 1 these numbers are

GM Ge GPS

S 1 1 -
D 3 3 0

F 2 2 -3

b) Electromagnetic form factors of the baryons (see Figures 1 and 2) : taking for the
vector meson the quantum numbers of the photon, i.e. Gp 1/3 G'D) + G(ir'., G"

2/3 G'B', we get for proton and neutron the old SU(6) result G^s) 3/2 G»M(s)

and almost the same relation for the electric form factors. This latter result is
connected, by virtue of the relation (14.2), to the very small values of Gj?J compared

E

l\

- 1
$

IO"1

:

\
\\

/Gl
10-2

\\ v
IO-3 \ \/ >\ S\ S

\I1/1 \\x
X \ \v

io-' * 1
1

1 X l\
Figure 1

The electromagnetic form factors of proton and neutron, as given by the symmetry with the

arbitrary «function F(s) const. Normalization is arbitrary : GE (s 4 M2) GM (s — 4 M2) 1

M2 1.
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with G^PS. The magnetic form factors decrease by a factor s112 faster than the electric
form factors.

2 eg/* gJ

26^6^
2/3-f

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 m=\/r

Figure 2

Ratios of form factors, predicted uniquely by the symmetry. G^IG^ —2/3; 2GEjvsGM œ 1

within 1% which is the estimated error of the numerical integrals.

c) Asymptotic behaviour for s -> oo (see Figure 3) : in the high energy limit an

asymptotic expansion of the integrals is possible with the leading terms

G£' F(s)s-9/2C£'; r{D) r» 36.1

Gjf> F(s)S-4Cj?>; Cf ts 18.2

Gf> F(s)s-*C|f ; C(Pzi 12.9

Again the expansion coefficients have to be evaluated numerically. The fact that GM

decreases by a power s112 faster than GE and GPS dominates therefore the whole range
s > 4 M2. The numerical data even suggest that the following relation may be exact

rAD) - -1 A12 GD><j£ —
2 M '

'RIH

9/2e3(0)

6(H

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 m

o 10' 5 '10' 10J

Figure 3

Asymptotic behaviour of the form factors. The dash-dotted lines are the corresponding asymptotes.
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d) The form factors below threshold: The threshold is no singular point of the
functions and the integral representation works in principle also in the region
0 < s < 4 M2 where we can no longer apply the symmetry directly. The integrals
stay real although the parameter a becomes imaginary. The corresponding integrals
have not been evaluated so far, although there may be some interest in these data
from the point of view of dispersion theory : the important contributions to the form
factors in the scattering channel are connected to the singularities in the crossed
channel below the two-nucleon-threshold.

At s 0, finally, the form factors become singular and one cannot expect e.g.
to find a meaningful ratio GPE\GPM.
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